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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this project is to design cooling system by implementing 
thermoelectric cooler (Peltier) to be applied in a car. This report consists of 3 major 
chapters which are Introduction, Literature review and Methodology. In average, 
people park their car at open parking space which exposed directly to sun. This 
situation will yield an uncomfortable situation and damage certain device in a car. 
Also, the readily available air conditioning system nowadays uses fuel which is 
frequently exposed to price hike. These lead to high maintenance cost of the car 
itself. These problems can be solved by developing a reliable Cooling System. As 
Malaysia adapts a sunny climate, it is very convenient to utilize Solar Power for 
Cooling System in Car. The main objective of the project is to design a system which 
implements a thermoelectric cooler, and eventually to construct prototype of Cooling 
System in a car. In order to accomplish that, many stodies on Solar Cell, Thermal 
Cooling System, Thermoelectric Cooler and Battery Storage is done. To ensure the 
smoothness of this project. Methods, tools and software that are going to be used are 
determined in Methodology. Due to time constrain, the project will be implemented 
by stages where by stage I( first semester) is Literature review , research , data 
gathering and calculations and stage 2 ( second semester) is Design ,testing , 
prototype , installation and analysis. 
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Associated with the Electrical and Electronics Engineering technological development, the 
world is now moving towards nanotechnology applications. Such application leads to 
research in thermoelectric one of which can be used as cooler in the car compartment, 
where the thermoelectric will be solar powered .The project innovation is to design a 
Cooling System utilizing thermoelectric cooler to be implemented in a car. 
1.1 Background of Study 
The sun is a source of practically unlimited energy, most of which is wasted but 
nevertheless provides with millions kilowatt of power to be utilized by human being. 
Nowadays, solar power has become
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one of the energy for human life. The use of solar 
power is also very clean and environmental friendly and only requires little maintenance as 
it has no rotational part. Photovoltaic panel is the example of the sun energy which 
produces electricity directly from the sun. 
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Thermoelectric coolers are solid state heat pumps used in applications where temperature 
stabilization, temperature cycling, or cooling below ambient are required. There are many 
products which use thermoelectric coolers, including CCD cameras (charge coupled 
device), laser diodes, microprocessors, blood analyzers and portable picnic coolers. 
Thermoelectrics modules are based on the Peltier Effect, discovered in 1834, by which DC 
current applied across two dissimilar materials causes a temperature differential. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
With the rapid growth of Malaysia's economy, car becomes a necessity rather than a 
symbol of luxury. With Malaysia's climate, car owners have to live with overheated 
compartments if they park their car under the sun. The problem with overheating is that it 
can damage several equipments in the car. Even if the car is running, the air condition 
system in the car uses fuel as the main energy drive. The price hike of fuel is a burden to 
the car owner because apart of the air condition system, the engine of the car also depends 
on the fuel as the main energy drive. Both of these problems lead to waste of money and 
high maintenance of the car itself. 
1.3 Objeetive and Scope of Study 
The objectives of this project are: 
a) To study and design a cooling system that utilize the Solar Energy 
b) To study the implementation of Thermoelectric Module in the Cooling System 
c) To construct a prototype of cooling system in a car 
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The scopes of study of the project are 
a) The solar cell operation and its system 
b) Analysis on thermal cooling system on real application 
c) Cooling Load Analysis 
d) Thermoelectric Cooler (TEC) 
e) Battery Storage 
t) Circuit design and assemblage 
g) Prototype design and construction 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 
The cooling system will consists of PV, battery as power and storage, battery charger to 
prevent overcharging , a temperature controller including temperature sensor for 
temperature difference measurement, thermoelectric cooler (TEC), and temperature display 
to provide monitoring. The PV panel will collect the solar energy and convert it to 
electrical energy - the direct current (DC). The DC current will straight away energize the 
cooling system in the car. Whilst energizing the circuit, the PV will also charge tjle battery 
and stores the excess energy in the battery. The electrical energy in the battery is used to 
energize the controlling unit if the PV power produced is not sufficient. 
2.1 Photovoltaic 
Photovoltaics (PV) are semiconductor devices that convert sunlight into direct current 
(DC) electricity. Groups of PV cells are electrically configured into modules and arrays, 
which can be used to charge batteries, operate motors, and to power any number of 
electrical loads. 
A typical silicon PV cell is composed of a thin wafer consisting of an ultra-thin layer of 
phosphorus-doped (N-type) silicon on top of a thicker layer of boron-doped (P-type) 
silicon. An electrical field is created near the top surface of the cell where these two 
materials are in contact, called the P-N junction. When sunlight strikes the surface of a PV 
cell, this electrical field provides momentum and direction to light-stimulated electrons, 
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resulting in a flow of current when the solar cell is connected to an electrical load.( refer to 
Figure I ).[1] 
~~ Electrical load 
~---~ 




.sHicon layer ... 0.3: m 
Figure 1: Diagram ofPhotovoltaic Cell [1] 
Photovoltaic cells are connected electrically in series or parallel circuits to produce higher 
voltages, currents and power levels. Photovoltaic modules consist of PV cell circuits sealed 
in an environmentally protective laminate, and are the fundamental building block of PV 
systems. Photovoltaic panels include one or more PV modules assembled as a pre-wired, 
field-installable unit. A photovoltaic array is the complete power-generating unit, 
consisting of any number of PV modules and panels. 
11-+ 
Figure 2: Photovoltaic cells, modules, panels and arrays [1] 
PV systems are like any other electrical power generating systems but the equipment used 
is different than that used for conventional electromechanical generating systems. 
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However, the principles of operation and interfacing with other electrical systems remain 
the same. Although a PV array produces power when exposed to sunlight, a number of 
other components are required to properly conduct, control, convert, distribute, and store 
the energy produced by the array. 
Depending on the functional and operational requirements of the system, the specific 
components required, a DC-AC power inverter, battery bank, system and battery 
controller,. auxiliary energy sources and sometimes the specified electrical load 
(appliances). In addition, an assortment of balance of system (BOS) hardware, including 
wiring, overcurrent, surge protection and disconnect devices, and other power processing 


















Figure 3: Photovoltaic System Components.[!] 
2.2 Solar Radiation in Malaysia 
Solar radiation originates from the sun, which can be taken as a sphere of intensely hot 
gaseous matter. Solar radiation is the electromagnetic radiation emitted by the sun, where 
most of the radiation is in the broadband solar radiation wavelength region of 280 mn to 
4000mn.[2] 
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In general, the second decade of March 2006 shows that the country recorded nonnal solar 
radiation. Meanwhile, central Pahang and western Sarawak recorded much above nonnal 
of solar radiation. In tenns of solar radiation amount as shown in Figure 5, most parts of 
the Peninsular Malaysia and Sabah recorded solar radiation amount of 20-24MJm ·2, 
whereas other parts of the country recorded the amount of 16-18 MJm·2• South Perak, 
northwest Pahang, and most parts of Selangor, Negeri Sembilan, Malacca and Sarawak had 
lower solar radiation between 16.5 and 19 MJm·2 per day. On the other hand, most parts of 
Kedah, Perlis, Penang, Terengganu and northeast Pahang had higher solar radiation 
between 24 and 24.6MJm.2per day. [3] 
Figure 4: Mean Daily Solar Radiation (MJm ·2> [3] 
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2.3 Thermoelectric Module 
Figure 5: Schematic ofThermoelectric Cooler [4] 
Thermoelectric modules or as known as Peltier modules (from now on will be refer as 
Peltier) are solid-state heat pumps that operate on the Peltier effect (The phenomenon 
whereby the passage of an electrical current through a junction consisting of two dissimilar 
metals result in a cooling effect). A thermoelectric module consists of an array of p- and n-
type semiconductor elements heavily doped with electrical carriers. The array of elements 
is soldered so that it is electrically connected in series and thermally connected in parallel. 
This array is then affixed to two ceramic substrates, one on each side of the elements As 
electrons flow through one pair ofn- and p- type elements (often referred to as a "couple") 
within the thermoelectric module: Electrons can travel freely in the copper conductors but 
not so freely in the semiconductor. As the electrons leave the copper and enter the hot-side 
of the p-type, they must fill a "hole" in order to move through the p-type. When the 
electrons fill a hole, they drop down to a lower energy level and release heat in the process. 
Essentially the holes in the p-type are moving from the cold side to the hot side. Then, as 
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the electrons move from the p-type into the copper conductor on the cold side, the 
electrons are bumped back to a higher energy level and absorb heat in the process. 
Next, the electrons move freely through the copper until they reach the cold side of the n-
type semiconductor. When the electrons move into the n-type, they must bump up an 
energy level in order to move through the semiconductor. Heat is absorbed when this 
occurs. Finally, when the electrons leave the hot-side of then-type, they can move freely in 
the copper. They drop down to a lower energy level and release heat in the process.[4] 
In summary, heat is always absorbed at the cold side of the n- and p- type elements. The 
electrical charge carriers (holes in the p-type; electrons in the n-type) always travel from 
the cold side to the hot side, and heat is always released at the hot side of thermoelectric 
element. The heat pumping capacity of a module is proportional to the current and is 
dependent on the element geometry, number of couples, and material properties. 
2.4 Cooling Load 
The air inside a car receives heat from number of sources from surrounding. If the 
temperature and humidity are to be maintained at a comfortable level, this heat must be 
removed. The amount of heat that must be removed is called Cooling Load. The Cooling 
Load is defined as the rate at which energy must be removed from a space to maintain the 
temperature and humidity at the design values. In this context, the energy means the 
Quantity of Heat that need to be removed in the car in order to maintain the temperature 
inside the car per designed value. 
The amount of heat that must be removed (cooling load) is not always equal to the amount 
of heat received at given time. This difference is a result of the heat storage and time lag 
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effects. Of the total amount of heat entering the car at instant, only a portion of it heats the 
car air immediately .The other part heats the car mass - the roof, walls, floors, and 
furnishings. This is the heat storage effect. Only at a later time does the stored heat portion 
contribute to heating the car air. This is the time lag effect, as shown in figure below. [5] 
Radiation 
--In 
furnishings, structu .. 
Convection 
Ccmvectlon 
Figure 6: Heat flow diagram showing Heat Gain, Heat Storage and Cooling Load [5] 
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2.5 Cooling System: Air to Air system (AA) 
FAN CiRCULATING 
INSIIlE ENCLOSUR~ • $_ 
HEATSINK INSIDE J011 





FAN CtRCULAnNG . . r=af&· .,..., 
AllQIENT AIR .--~-~ -
CONCEPTUAL DRAWING OF Alfl· TO-AIR 
THERMOELECTRIC COOUNG SYSTEM 
Figure 7: Conceptual Design of Cooling System 
In this project, the cooling system that will be used is AA. Generally the basis of this 
cooling system is, air in an enclosure is cooled and the heat is dispersed to the surrounding 
air. 
Figure 7 is a typical thermoelectric system designed to cool air in an enclosure .Here the 
challenge is to 'gather' heat from the inside of the box, pump it to a heat exchanger on the 
outside of the box, and release the collected heat into the ambient air. Usually, this is done 
by employing two heat sink/fan combinations in conjunction with one or more Peltier 
device. 
The smaller of the heat sinks is used on the inside of the enclosure; cooled to a temperature 
below that of the air in the box, the sink picks up heat as the air circulates between the fins. 
In the simplest case, the Peltier device is mounted between this 'cold side' sink and a larger 
sink on the 'hot side' of the system. As direct current passes through the thermoelectric 
device, it actively pumps heat from the cold side sink to the one on the hot side. The fan on 
the hot side then circulates ambient air between the sink's fms to absorb some of the 
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collected heat. Note that the heat dissipated on the hot side not only includes what is 
pumped from the box, but also the heat produced within the Peltier device itself(V x 1). [4] 
2.6: Heat Transfer 
Radiation 
Conduction 
• • •• • • • • • + Convection 
Figure 8: Heat transfer from surrounding into the car 
Heat load inside the car is of a passive heat load, which is parasitic in nature and may 
consist of radiation, convection and conduction. The radiation from the sun heats the air of 
the atmosphere .Heat gained by conduction or radiation from the sun is moved about the 
planet by convection. Convection is heat transfer by the movement of mass from one place 
to another. It can take place only in liquids and gases. Radiation is the only way heat is 
transferred that can move through the relative emptiness of space. All other forms of heat 
transfer require motion of molecules like air or water to move heat. 
The heat transfer in the car is initialized by Radiation from the sun. Then, the heat is 
transferred through conduction from the metal part (chassis) to the interior of the car, 
namely insulator at the roof, insulator at the door, seat and dashboard of the car. The heat 
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transferred to the interior is then transferred through convection to the car compartment. 




This project will be implemented in duration of 2 semesters. The project will be 
implemented by stages as listed below: 
First semester: Literature review I research I data gathering I calculations 
Second semester: Design I testing I prototype I installation I analysis 
3.1 Literature review and research 
Literature review and research will be done by seeking information through books, internet 
and journals. The stage provides important and useful knowledge for design stage. 
3.2 Data Gathering 
All the relevant information obtained from research for this project are gathered and 
revised. 
3.3 Sizing and Calculation 
The determination of component sizes, number of component used and amount of 




The design software (EWB) will be used to ensure the efficiency and accuracy of the 
design. 
3.5 Testing, Prototype and Installation 
This is the stage where prototype will be developed. The testing is done to ensure the 
devices function well. After that, prototype will be developed and installed. 
Analysis & Calculation 





Analysis and Discussion 
Circuit Design 
Circuit test and run 
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.. Heat Is 
rejactad 
Ql = heat absorbed 
Qas heat to be reJected 
'to ambient 
Qp= heat produce by the 
Peltier Module 
Figure l 0: Designated Cooling System in a Car 
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4.1 Operation of the Cooling System 
The above figure shows the placement of the main components of the Cooling System. The 
Cooling System is equipped with Temperature Controller Circuit, which function is to turn 
ON the Cooling System whenever the temperature inside the car reaches up to 26°C and 
above. The cooling system will turned OFF whenever the temperature inside the car fall 
below 26°C. Thus, the circuit will regulate the temperature inside the car at 26°C. 
Battery Charger Circuit has been included in the Cooling System to prevent overcharge to 
the Battery from Photovoltaic Panel. Whenever, the battery reaches llv (undercharge) the 
circuit will discounect the load from the battery and the load will directly connected to the 
Photovoltaic Panel. At the same time, the Photovoltaic Panel will charge the battery until it 
reaches 12.5v (overcharge ).After the battery reaches 12.5v, it will disconnect from the 
Photovoltaic Panel (stop charging) and the load will reconnect to the battery. 
Observation on the efficiency of the Cooling System is done by providing the Temperature 
Display Circuit (thermometer) into the system. The circuit will monitor, sample and 
display the temperature using Seven Segment Display. The increment and decrement of the 
temperature (before and after the cooling system is turned ON) inside the car can be 
observed 
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4.2 Solar Radiation 
The purpose of this analysis is to eosure the solar radiation in Malaysia is sufficient to be 
use as energy .This analysis is very important because the cooling system designed is to be 
solar powered. For the analysis, data of Global radiation in Ipoh (refer to appendix d) and 
datasheet of 80watt PV panel from SHARP (refer to appendix c) is used. The data provided 
(global radiation) is daily hourly global solar radiation, in MJ/m2• 
The relationship between energy and solar radiation is given below: 
1000w/m2 ::::3.6 MJ/m2 [6] 
lw/m2 :::: (3.6/1000) MJ/m2 
The information to calculate the efficiency of the PV is provided in the datasheet (refer to 
appendix c) 
Efficiency,T) = Pmaxl [( 1000)w/m2 x (h xw)] 
where; 
Pmax =Maximum power produced by PV panel (w) 
h = height ofPV panel 
w =width ofPV panel 
} 
T) = 123/1058.538 = 12.39% 
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h x w (area ofPV) 
Assume the efficiency is constant, 
The table and figures below show the result of the analysis. The total solar radiation 
produced per day is 22.33 MJ/m2 (taken on 4th March 2005) which is enough to use as 
energy At 1200 hour, the solar radiation produced is maximum i.e 116.2937w. Thus, the 
power produced by the panel is also maximum at 1200 hour. At 700 hour, the solar 
radiation produced is minimum i.e 36.llllllllw and the power produced is 4.407635w. 
During this time, the solar energy is not sufficient to drive the cooling system. To 
overcome the problem, the cooling system is provided with battery storage as backup to 
the system. 
Table 1: Summary on the result 
Time MJ/m2 W/m2 Pout llll ·-------~---~-- ---~-··----· 
7 0.13 36.11111111 4.407635 
8 0.73 202.7777778 24.75056 
9 1.85 513.8888889 62.72403 
10 2.41 669.4444444 81.71076 
11 2.59 719.4444444 87.81364 
12 3.43 952.7777778 116.2937 
'fllnl 1 o i Ill 1! 11 ll I! 15 16 11 
13 3.21 891.6666667 108.8347 
14 2.74 761.1111111 92.89938 
15 2.3 638.8888889 77.98123 
16 1.57 436.1111111 53.23066 
I 
17 1.09 302.7777778 36.95632 .. 
18 0.28 77.77777778 9.493367 
TOTAL 22.33 T- 1 0 9 W 11 11 13 .. 15 'Ill 11 
19 





Figure 11: Photovoltaic System 
A photovoltaic system consists of 3 major subsystems - photovoltaic, battery charger and 
storage battery. 
4.3.1 Photovoltaic 
The specifications of PV to be use in the system are as following: -
Table 2 : Specification ofPV 
Maximum Voltage (v) Maximum Current (A) 
17.3 4.63 
The cooling system needs at least 27v for operation. Thus, photovoltaic system must 
include a Boost Converter to increase the voltage supply. Note that the Boost Converter 
will not be covered extensively by the author, as it is not in the scope of the study for this 
project 
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4.3.2 Battery Storage 
Battery that will be used is Rechargeable Sealed Lead Acid type which suitable for the 
storage for Photovoltaic [6].The PV panel usually connected diode to prevent the PV 
discharging through battery system. The battery will produce a reverse flow of current to 
the solar panel when used as stand alone especially at night. This flow will drain power 
from batteries and damage it . Thus, diode is used to stop the reverse current. This 
protection is included in the Battery Charger Circuit. 





1M 3TSK 150K 150K 
Figure 12: Schematic of Battery Charger 
This circuit is intended for charging lead-acid batteries with a solar panel. The customary 
diode that prevents the battery from discharging through the solar panel has been replaced 
by a PET-comparator combination. The charger will stop charging once a pre-set voltage 
(temperature compensated) has been reached, and recommence charging when the voltage 
has dropped off sufficiently. The load is disconnected when the battery voltage drops 
below 11 V and reconnected when it gets back to 12.5V [7]. 
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4.4 Cooling Load Calculation 
The Cooling Load is defmed as the rate at which energy must be removed from a space to 
maintain the temperature and humidity at the design values. In this context, the energy 
means the Quantity of Heat that need to be removed in the car in order to maintain the 
temperature inside the car per designed value. The analysis need to be done to the system 
so it can be applied to the real application. The main objectives of this analysis are to 
calculate the capacity of heat to be removed and power that needed by a car to energize the 
cooling system. 
The method used to calculate the heat load is acquired through the 2001 American Society 
of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers( ASHRAE ) fundamentals 
Handbook. Some assumptions were made during calculation, when selecting the 
coefficient values to be used. As there are no specific procedures for calculating the heat 
load in a vehicle, coefficient used are mostly set for the worse circumstance. The author 
will use the specifications of 850EX PERODUA Kancil as case study. 
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Interior Height 




Q =Ux A x CLIDc [6] 
Where; 
Q = Cooling Load for roof, BTU/hr 
U = overall heat transfer coefficient, BTU!hr-lf -F 
A = area of roof, 1f 
CLIDc= corrected cooling load temperature difference, F 





'-----..., ,--~1 y 
!.85ft 
Front Door 
Q =Ux A x CLTDc 
= 0.213 X 6.376 X 85.5 X 2 
= 234.24 btu!hr = 68.04w 
Back Door 
Q =Ux A x CLTDc 
= 0.213 X 5.4 X 85.5 X 2 
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Where; 
2.62ft 2.43ft 
Q= SHGFxAxCLF [6] 
Q = Solar radiation cooling load for glass 
SHGF = maximum solar heat gain factor, Btu!hr-ftl 
A= area, ftl 
CLF = Cooling Load Factor for Glass 
4.0ft 
The maximum solar heat gain factor (SHGF) is the maximum solar heat gain through 
single clear glass taken in June, facing west at 1400 solar time. [6] 
Q1 = 210 X 5.2 X 0.53 = 578.76 btu/hr = 169.58W 
Q2 = 210 X 8.92 X 0.53 = 992.79btufhr = 290.89w X 2 = 581.78w 
Q3 = 210 x 3.35 x 0.53 = 372.86btulhr = 109.25w x 2 = 218.5w 
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Q4= 210 x 3.44 x 0.53 = 765.74 btulhr= 224.36wx2 = 448.73w 
Total Cooling Load = 63.1lw + 68.04w + 57.63w + 169.58w + 581.78w + 
218.5w + 448.73w 
= 1607.37w 
The Cooling System will start to cool down the car when the temperature inside the car 
reaches 26° c. From a study, the maximum temperature recorded in the car while parked in 
sunlight is 48°C. 
~T = (48-26) = 22°C 
~ T = 1 - heat load x maximum temperature difference 
22 = 1 - 1607.37/ Pmax 
Thus, Maximum Cooling Power, Pmax = 2376.1122watt 
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4.5 Peltier 
Figure 14: Peltier Modules 
Specification 
Voltage(max): 15.4v Current(max) :4.5A Power(max) :40w 
Several tests have been conducted to ensure the Peltier Modules will operate efficiently. 
The first test was done to observe and recognize the side that will produced heat, while the 
other side will be cold. 
The second test was conducted to determine the minimum and maximum voltage the 
Peltier Modules can withstand. It is found out that the Peltier starts to react at l.Ov .As the 
voltage increases, the hot side will get hotter and the cold side gets cooler. However, at 
6.0v both sides start to get warm. As a result, the amount of voltage that it can receive to 
operate successfully was 5.5v. Nevertheless, the voltage supply can be increased by using 
heat sink and fan .The table below shows the Voltage and Current Consumption when the 
Peltier modules is embedded with fan and heat sink. It is found out that; the Peltier device 
can withstand a maximum of 15.0v voltage when fan and heat sink are used. 
4.4.1 Test Result 
Min voltage - 1.0 v (start to function) 
Max voltage- 6.0 v (both side getting hot) 
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Table 3 : The Voltage and Current Consumption when Heat Sink and Fan are used 

















4.6 Temperature ControUer Circuit 
2V 
Figure 15: Temperature Controller Schematic 
In the circuit, Thermistor is used as the Temperature sensor. Thermistor is a semiconductor 
device that has a negative coefficient of resistance with temperature - i.e., as the 
temperature raises the resistance gets less. The value of Rse1p0int is found out through 
experiment as follows: The circuit is constructed, and calibrated (set Thermistor 
temperature at 25"C). At this point, the value of the ~int is 1 OkO [ 6]. 
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Heat is applied at the Thermistor and the value of R,.etpoint is continuously changed until 
the value of R,.etpom1 which will trigger the comparator output to produced high output at 
26 °C is found. Through the analysis, it is found out that the R,.etpoint is equal to 8.2kn to 
trigger the output (high) at 26 °C. 
4. 7 Temperature Display Circuit 
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Figure 16: Temperature Sensor Schematic 
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Figure 17: Temperature Display Schematic 
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The above circuit is used to monitor the temperature inside the car. The circuit design 
includes precision centigrade temperature sensor and a digital to analog converter to 
display the temperature with seven segment displayers. Thermistor and LM335 have been 
used for temperature sensing. The ICL 7107 analog to digital converter which directly 
drives Seven Segment Display is also used. 
The temperature sensing circuit gives 1 Omv output voltage per centigrade. This becomes 
the input voltage to the converter . The operation of the temperature display circuit is 
described in two stages. During the frrst stage where for a given period the input voltage, 
and the output of the integrator at the end of this period, there is a voltage which is directly 
proportional to the input voltage. At the end of the preset period the integrator is fed with 
an internal reference voltage and the output of the circuit is gradually reduced until it 
reaches the level of the zero reference voltage. This second phase is known as the negative 
slope period and its duration depends on the output of the integrator in the frrst period. As 
the duration of the first operation is fJXed and the length of the second phase is variable it is 
possible to compare the two and this way the input voltage is in fact compared to the 
internal reference voltage and the result is coded and is send to the display.[7] 
4.8 Construction of Prototype 
The construction of the prototype will focus mainly on the temperature controller circuit 
and the temperature display circuit. The author did not concentrate on the power supply 
part because of the cost constrain to purchase the PV. Also, the author cannot demonstrate 
the function of the battery charger since the PV is not available. Thus, for the prototype the 
supply of the cooling system will be provided by the DC power supply. 
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4.8.1 Peltier module 
Figure 18: The case for Peltier Module 
Figure 19: 3 Peltier Module are sandwiched between heat sink and fan 
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Figure 20: Peltier Module in the case 
Figure 21: The Peltier module is placed under the passenger seat (back of the car) 
4.8.2Fan 
Figure 22: The blowing fan and sucking fan are placed in front part of the car 
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4.8.3Model 




From the Cooling Load Analysis. It can be concluded that to regulate the temperature in 
side the car at 26 •c, the maximmn cooling load needed is approximately 2. 4kw. Car is a 
fixed size, the same volmne of air enters the room must also exit the room. Theoretically 
Qi = Qa (refer to Figure 1 0). But, the value of Qp must be taken into consideration when 
sizing the outside fan and heat sink because not only they have to reject the heat inside the 
car, but also the heat produced by the Peltier device itself. Thus, Qa becomes Qi + Qp. 
Based on the value of power obtain in the Cooling Load Analysis. The specifications 
needed for Peltier Module is determined. The author decided that the temperature inside 
the car to be maintained is 26°C.The value of the temperature and coefficient for this 
analysis are chosen based on the value to desigu Air Conditioning System in Malaysia 
provided by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning 
Engineers (ASHRAE).The Peltier module specifications is Max delta = 68°C and Max 
power = 40watt. The author had done a thorough research on cost and performance of 
Peltier module provided by the various vendors. It is decided to purchase the Peltier 
Module of specifications Max delta temperature = 68 •c and Max power = 40watt 
provided by Pacific Supercool Ltd. Hence, the cooling system will need at least 60 Peltier 
modules to regulate the temperature inside the car at 26°C. 
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This is definitely not the cost effective design. Thus, to overcome this problem the author 
added an additional fan at the front part of the car (refer to figure 22).2 fans are added 
which are blowing fun and sucking fan. Blowing fan is used to blow the air into the car 
and the other fan will suck the hot air out This operation is used as ventilation and 
provided additional cooling in the car. The fans will activate simultaneously as Peltier 
modules .By providing the additional funs, the cooling load in the car is reduced. 
When the temperature inside the car reaches 26°C. The 4 fans and Peltier embedded in the 
Cooling system are supposed to tum ON. But, only Peltier and 3 fan able to tum ON. One 
fan cannot be turned ON, this scenario happened because of Peltier draws a high current 
which result in large voltage drop. From the analysis, the 12v supply used to tum ON the 
Peltier module and 4 fans dropped to 8.0v and the current draws by the Peltier is 1.94 A. 
The voltage is insufficient to tum ON all the fans. To overcome the problem, the author 
uses 3 Peltier instead of 1. The 3 Peltier is connected serially. By using this connection, the 
large voltage drop is reduced. The 12v supply dropped to 5.6v and the serially connected 
Peltier draws O.SOA.The voltage is now sufficient to tum ON all the fan and Peltier. 
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CHAPTER6 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
As for conclusions, the project is successfully done within the timeframe. The cooling 
system has been designed and a working prototype is also constructed. 
Overall, based upon studies, experiments and model constructed, this project successfully 
shows that thermoelectric technology provides various cooling approach, but limited for 
small scale application. It is not favorable for large scale due to high current drainage and 
high power consumption with limited solar power, where power usage is considered 
expensive. 
It is recommended that the project is enhanced by providing a tracking method for the PV 
so that the usage of the PV can be optimized. Also, advance research is recommended to be 
done to overcome the high current drainage of the Peltier module so that the application of 
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Gantt chart for Final Year Project I, Semester July 2005 




l.TABLE OF PEAK SOLAR HEAT GAIN THROUGH ORDINARY 
GLASS 
2. TABLE OF SHADING COEFFICIENTS FOR GLASS 
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Table 5: Peak SolarHeat Gain through Ordinaty Glass 
TAllLE 6.7 SHADING COEFFICIENTS FOR GlASS WITHOL/T OR WITH INTERIOR SHADING DEVICES 
-------------··---
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Table 6: Shading Coefficients for Glass 
APPENDIXC 
DATASHEET OF SOLAR PANEL 
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iHAR~ MULTI-PURPOSE MODULE 
80 . . ',· ATT 
POWERFUL PERFORMANCE. SHARP RELIABILITY. 
POLY-CRYSTALLINE SILICON PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE 
WITH SOW MAXIMUM POWER 
Sharp's NE-BOEJEA photovoltaic modules offer industry-leading perform-
ance, durability, and reliability for a variety of electrical power requirements. 
Using breakthrough technology perfected by Sharp's 45 years of research 
and development, these modules incorporate an advanced surface 
texturing process to increase light absorption and improve efficiency. 
Common applications include cabins, solar pOwer stations, pumps, beacons, 
and lighting equipment. Designed to withstand rigorous weather conditions, 
a junction box is also provided for easy electrical connections in the field, 
making Sharp's NE-80EJEA modules the perfect combination of advanced 
technology and reliability. 
Solder-coated grid re.wlts in high fiff fo.:to.' 
performanc<c undecr !ow ligiH conditions. 
Sharp multi-purpose: modules offer 
induorry-ieadinr. performance: lOt 
a \laticty of appliwtions. 
MULTI-PURPOSE MODULE 
c· 
',.- '1:' n 
Cell 
No. of Cells and Connections 
Open Circuit Voltage <Vocl 
Maximum Power Voltage <Vpm) 
Short Circuit Current Usc) 
~ax.imum Power Current (Jpml 
Maximum Power <Pmaxl" 
Module Efficiency <11ml 
Maximum System Voltage 
Series Fuse Rating 
Type of Output Terminal 
' 
Poly-crystalline silicon 










Dimensions (H x W x D l 
Weight 
Packing Configuration 
Size of Carton 
loading Capacity (20ft container> 
Loading Capacity (48ft container) 
47.28" X 20.1<1" X 1.81" 
1200mm x 512mm x 4&m1 
20.941bs /9.5kg 
1 pc per carton 
53.15" X 27.56" X 2.95" 
1350mm X 700mm X 75mn 
242 pes (242 cartons) 
506 pes_ (506 tartans) 
-40 lo +194"F /-40 to +'IO"C 












-40 to +194"F /-40 to +90"C 











10 15 20 25 
Voltage [VJ 
-Current vs. Voltage 
- Power vs.. Voltage 








Design and specifications are subject to change without notice. 
In the absence of confirmation by product manuals, Sharp takes no responsibility for any defucts that may occur in equipment using any Sharp devices. 
Contact Sharp to obtain the latest product manuals before using any Sharp device. 
SHARR 
Sharp Electronics Corporation • 5901 Bolsa Avenue, Huntington Beach, CA 92647 
Tei:HlDO-SOlAR-()6 • E-mail:sharpsolar@sharpusa.com • wwwsharpusa.com/solar 
Cover photo: Solar installation by Hudson Valley Clean Energy, Rhinebeck NY 550~0-805 ©ZOOS Sharp Electronics Corporation Printed in the USA 
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HOURLY GLOBAL RADIATION DATA 
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Station : IPOH Records of Hourly Global Radiation 
Lat : 4" 34' N Long : 101" 06' E Simulated Data for Aug 2005 
Ht.AboveM.S.L. : 40.1 m Unit: MJm"2 
day 
Time· in HOurs Daily Total 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 MJm·~ 
1 0.00 0.21 0.87 1.63 2.33 2.90 3.00 3.18 2.80 2.15 1.03 0.59 0.18 0.00 20.87 
2 0.00 0.19 0.67 1.62 2.02 2.14 2.94 2.17 2.26 2.28 2.13 0.79 0.07 0.00 19.28 
3 0.00 O.D3 0.46 1.00 1.08 0.92 1.31 1.53 1.36 1.62 0.92 0.51 0.10 0.00 10.84 
. ""'"''4 '"'' 0.00 0.13 0.73 1.85 2.41 2.59 3.43 3.21 2.74 2.30 1.57 1.09 0.28 0.00 ·rt:~2Z.33.,,;'» 
5 0.00 0.13 0.81 1.58 0.91 1.63 1.99 2.20 2.12 1.13 0.79 0.47 0.27 0.00 14.03 
6 0.00 0.15 0.64 1.34 1.38 1.65 1.93 1.75 2.14 1.79 1.11 0.64 0.18 0.00 14.70 
7 0.00 0.13 0.43 0.73 1.35 1.69 2.30 1,83 2.07 1.71 1.29 0.56 0.18 0.00 14.27 
8 0.00 0.13 0.62 1.02 1.35 2.08 2.01 2.17 2.01 1.80 1.26 1.05 0.16 0.00 15.66 
9 0.00 0.16 0.60 1.03 1.99 2.19 3.00 2.54 1.18 1.09 0.16 0.12 0.11 0.00 14.17 
10 0.00 0.06 0.69 1.32 2.18 2.74 3,10 3.08 2.91 1.16 0.21 0.03 0.03 0.00 17.51 
11 0.00 0.17 0.71 1.06 1.93 2.77 3.04 3.19 2.92 1.15 0,96 0.36 0.03 0.00 18.29 
12 0.00 0.15 0.69 1.30 2.28 2.79 3.10 2.85 0.85 0.54 0.08 0.03 0.00 0.00 14.66 
13 0.00 0.32 1.16 1.74 2.41 2.81 1.15 1.77 0.30 0.10 0.05 0.13 0.11 0.00 12.05 
14 0.00 0.16 0.90 1.55 2.35 2.93 3.38 2.54 0.91 2.24 0.77 0.03 0.00 0.00 17.76 
15 0.00 0.07 0.60 1.08 1.58 2.99 2.29 2.55 0.95 0.29 0.39 0.18 0.02 0.00 12.99 
' 
16 0.00 0.12 0.50 1.19 2.37 3.11 3.60 2.39 1.10 0.50 0.13 0.16 0.14 0.00 15.31 
17 0.00 0.33 0.97 0.77 2.17 3.14 2.04 2.43 1.38 2.31 1.03 0.28 0.05 0.00 16.90 
18 0.00 0.18 0.71 1.20 2.17 2.22 2.54 2.89 2.60 1.86 1.42 0.58 0.18 0.00 18.55 
19 0.00 0.30 0.97 1.64 2.50 3.04 2.49 2.17 2.20 2.08 1.14 0.61 0.21 0.00 19.35 
20 0.00 0.16 0.67 1.11 2.04 2.32 2.56 3.50 2.75 2.56 1.84 1.09 0.27 0.00 20.87 
21 0.00 0.08 0.44 1.21 2.27 2.70 3.34 3.25 2.90 2.57 0.48 0.58 0.31 0.00 20.13 
22 0.00 0.17 0.94 1.67 2.45 2.94 3.26 3.29 3.11 0.85 0.07 0.05 0.11 0.00 18.91 
23 0.00 0.05 0.51 0.60 0.42 0.38 1.01 0.88 0.34 0.26 0.21 0.11 0.03 0.00 4.80 
24 0.00 0.27 1.08 1.88 2.67 2.82 3.15 3.43 2.09 0.53 0.46 0.36 0.20 0.00 18.94 
25 0.00 0.14 0.77 1.71 2.35 3.04 2.91 2.93 2.28 1.94 0.90 0.53 0.11 0.00 19.61 
26 0.00 0.15 0.57 0.81 2.39 2.62 2.95 3.25 2.74 1.57 0.41 0.35 0.09 0.00 17.90 
27 0.00 0.11 0.67 1.64 2.43 2.81 2.76 3.29 0.21 0.22 0.25 0.10 0.04 0.00 14.53 
28 0.00 0.19 0.88 1.79 2.55 3.09 2.78 2.27 2.18 1.80 0.73 0.49 0.13 0.00 18.88 
29 0.00 0.16 0.69 1.58 2.16 1.53 2.68 1.14 0.36 0.67 0.81 0.48 0.15 0.00 12.41 
30 0.00 0.13 0.65 1.64 2.49 1.76 1.77 2.28 0.75 0.36 0.55 0.38 0.10 0.00 12.86 
31 0.00 0.17 0.62 0.87 1.89 2.78 3.37 2.57 2.11 1.37 0.29 0.53 0.32 0.00 16.89 
Monthly Total 0.00 4.90 22.22 41.16 62.87 75.12 81.18 78.52 56.62 42.80 23.44 13.26 4.16 0.00 506.25 
Monthly Mean 0.00 0.16 0.72 1.33 2.03 2.42 2.62 2.53 1.83 1.38 0.76 0.43 0.13 0.00 16.33 





0.73536 h= 0 
-0.0555 I= 0 




Standard Error: 0.099 
Correlation Coefficient: 0.996 
y_= a+bx+e>?+dx3 +ex4+fx5 +gX'+hx7 +ix8+j~ +kx 10 +lx 11 
Standard Error: 0.075 
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11!2 Digit, LCD/LED Display, AID 
;onverters 
he lntersi11GL7106 and IGL7107 are high performance, low 
ower,31/z digit AID converters. Included are seven 
egment decoders, display drivers, a reference, and a clock. 
he IGL71 06 is designed to interface with a liquid crystal 
lisplay (LCD) and includes a multiplexed backplane drive; 
1e ICL7107 will directly drive an instrument size light 
mitting diode (LED) display. 
he ICL7106 and ICL7107 bring together a combination of 
igh accuracy, versatility, and true economy. It features auto-
era to less than 1D!!Y, zero drift of less than 1!!Vf'G, input 
·ias current of 1 OpA (Max), and rollover error of less than 
ne count. frue differential inputs and reference are useful in 
11 systems, but give the designer an uncommon advantage 
1hen measuring load cells, strain gauges and other bridge 
IPe transducers. Finally, the true economy of single power 
upply operation (IGL7106), enables a high perfOrmance 
anel meter to be built with the addition of only 10 passive 
omponents and a display. 
'Jrdering Information 
PART NO. PART MARKING 
CL7106CPL ICL7106CPL 
CL7106CPLZ (Note 2) \CL7106CPLZ 
CL7106CM44 ICL7106CM44 
CL7106CM44Z (Note 2) ICL7106CM44Z 
CL 71 06CM44ZT (Note 2) ICL7106CM44Z 
CL7107CPL ICL7107CPL 
CL7107CPLZ (Note 2) ICL7107CPLZ 
CL7107RCPL ICL7107RCPL 
CL 71 07RCPLZ (Note 2) ICL7107RCPLZ 
CL7107SCPL \CL7107SCPL 
CL7107SCPLZ (Note 2) ICL7107SCPLZ 
CL7107CM44 ICL7107CM44 
CL7107CM44T \CL7107CM44 
CL7107CM44Z (Note 2) \CL7107CM44Z 
CL7107CM44ZT (Note 2) ICL7107CM44Z 
IOTES: 
/CL7106, /CL7107, ICL7107S 
Features 
Guaranteed Zero Reading for OV Input on All Scales 
True Polarity at Zero for Precise Null Detection 
1 pA Typical Input Current 
True Differential Input and Reference, Direct Display Drive 
- LCD ICL7106, LED IGL7107 
Low Noise- Less Than 15!!Vp_p 
On Chip Glock and Reference 
Low Power Dissipation- Typically Less Than 10mW 
No Additional Active Circuits Required 
Enhanced Display Stability 
Pb-Free Plus Anneal Available (RoHS Compliant) 
TEMP. RANGE 
('C) PACKAGE PKG. DWG.# 
Oto70 40 Ld PDIP E40.6 
Oto70 40 Ld PDIP(Pb-free) (Note 3) E40.6 
Oto70 44 Ld MQFP Q44.10x10 
Oto70 44 Ld MQFP (Pb-free) Q44.10x10 
Oto 70 44 Ld MQFP Tape and Reel (Pb-free) Q44.10x10 
Oto 70 40 Ld PD\P E40.6 
0 to70 40 Ld PDIP(Pb-free) (Note 3) E40.6 
Oto 70 40 Ld PDIP (Note 1) E40.6 
Oto 70 40 Ld PDIP (Pb-free) (Notes 1, 3) E40.6 
Oto 70 40 Ld PD\P (Notes 1. 3) E40.6 
Oto70 40 Ld PDIP (Pb-free) (Notes 1, 3) E40.6 
Oto 70 44LdMQFP 044.10x10 
Oto 70 44 Ld MQFP Tape and Reel Q44.10x10 
Oto 70 44 Ld MQFP (Pb-free) Q44.10x10 
Oto 70 44 Ld MQFP Tape and Reel (Pb-free) Q44.10x10 
1. uR" indicates device with reversed leads for mounting to PC board underside. "S" indicates enhanced stability. 
2. lntersil Pb-free plus anneal products employ special Pb-free material sets; molding compounds/die attach materials and 100% matte tin plate 
termination finish, which are RoHS compliant and compatible with both SnPb and Pb-free soldering operations. lntersil Pb-free products are 
MSL classified at Pb-free peak reflew temperatures that meet or exceed the Pb-free requirements of IPC/JEDEC J STD-020. 
3. Pb-free PDIPs can be used for through hole wave solder proces~ing only. They are not intended for use in Reflow solder processing applicatim;ts. 
1 CAUTION. These devices are sensitive to electrostatic discharge; follow proper IC Handling Procedures 
1-888--INTERSIL or 1-888-468-3774 ! lntersil (and design) is a registered trademark of Inters II Americas Inc. 
Copyright lntersil Americas Inc. 2002, 2004,2005. All Rights Reserved 
All other trademarl<:s mentioned are the property of their respective owners. 
ICL7106, ICL7107, ICL7107S 
!:>inouts 
ICL7106, ICL7107 (PDIP) ICL 71 07R (PDIP) 
TOP VIEW TOP VIEW 
V+ 
01 2 OSC1 V+ 
C1 3 OSC2 01 
81 OSC3 C1 
{1's) A1 REF HI TEST 81 
F1 REFLO REF HI A1 (1's) 
G1 CREF+ REFLO F1 
E1 CREF· CReF+ G1 
02 COMMON CReF· E1 
C2 HI COMMON 02 
IN HI C2 
(10's) 82 IN LO· 82 A2 (10's) 
A.:Z A2 F2 
E2 BUFF F2 
INT E2 
r G2 {10's) V- 031 83 (100's) C3} G2 (10's) 8  F3 (100's) A3 (100's) r F3 E3 {100's) A3 (1000) AB4 G3 E3 G3 (1000)AB4 POL BP/GND (MINUS) BP/GNO POL (MINUS) 
ICL'/106, ICL7107 (MQFP) 
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lbsolute Maximum Ratings 
·.upply Voltage 
ICL7106, V+ to V- .. 
ICL7107, V+ to GND .. . 
ICL7107, V- to GND ....... . 
.nalog Input Voltage (Either Input) (Note 1) 
teference Input Voltage (Either Input). 
ICL7106, ICL7107, ICL7107S 
.. ......... 15V 





Thermal Resistance (Typical, Note 2) flJA fCIW) 
PDIP Package 50 
MQFP Package .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 75 
Maximum Junction Temperature . . . . . .. 150°C 
Maximum Storage Temperature Range .......... -65°C to 150°C 
Maximum Lead Temperature (Soldering 10s)... . .... 300°C 
:lock Input 
ICL7106 .. . ............... TEST to V+ 
(MQFP- Lead Tips Only) 
ICL7107 ..... 
lperating Conditions 
. .................... GNDtoV+ NOTE: Pb-free PDIPs can be used for through hole wave solder 
processing only. They are not intended for use in Reflew solder 
processing applications. 
emperature Range ...... . 
:AUTJON: Strassas abow thoSB fisted in "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a strsss only rating and operation of the 
evioo at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. 
IOTES: V , 
1. Input voltages may exceed the supply voltages provided the input current is limited to ~OO,..A. \ 
2. 8JA is measured with the component mounted on a low effective thermal conductivity jest board in free air. See Tech Brief TB379 for details. 
:lectrical Specifications (Note 3) 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
~ero Input Reading V1N =-o.ov, Full Scale= 200mV -000.0 ±000.0 +000.0 Digital 
Reading 
>tability (Last Digit) (ICL7106S, ICL7107S Frxed Input Voltage (Note 6) -000.0 ±000.0 +000.0 Digital 
Jnly) Reading 
~atiometric Reading V1N = VREF, VREF = 100mV 999 999/10 1000 Digital 
00 Reading 
~allover Error -VIN = +VIN ~ 200mV - ±0.2 ±1 Counts 
Difference in Reading for Equal PosiTive and Negative 
Inputs Near Full Scale 
Jnearity Full Scale= 200mV or Full Scale= ZV Maximum - ±0.2 ±1 Counts 
Deviation from Best Straight Line Fit (Note 5) 
:;ammon Mode Rejection Ratio VcM = 1V, V1N = OV, Full Scale= 200mV (Note 5) - 50 - ,vN 
\Ioise V1N = OV, Full Scale= 200mV - 15 - ,v 
(Peak-To-Peak Value Not Exceeded 95% of Time) 
_eakage Current Input VIN = 0 (Note 5) - 1 10 pA 
~ero Reading Drift V1N = 0, 0°C To 70°C (Note 5) - 0.2 1 ,vf'c 
3cale Factor Temperature Coefficient V1N: 199mV, 0°C To 70°C, - 1 5 ppmi"C 
(Ext. Ref. Oppm/x°C) (Note 5) 
:nd Power Supply Character V+ Supply V1N = 0 (Does Not Include LED Current for ICL7107) - 1.0 1.8 mA 
::urrent 
:nd Power Supply Character V- Supply Current ICL7107 Only - 0.6 1.8 mA 
::OMMON Pin Analog Common Voltage 25k0: Between Common and 2.4 3.0 3.2 v 
Positive Supply (Wit.h Respect to +Supply) 
remperature Coefficient of Analog Common 25kQ Between Common and - 80 - ppmf'C 
Positive Supply (With Respect to+ Supply) 
liSPLAY DRIVER ICL7106 ONLY 
leak-T a-Peak Segment Drive Voltage V+ =to V- = 9V (Note 4) 4 5.5 6 v 
leak-To-Peak Backplane Drive Voltage 
3 intersil FN3082.8 
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:lectrical Specifications (Note 3) (Continued) 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT 
DISPLAY DRIVER ICL7107 ONLY 
Segment Sinking Current V+:: 5V, Segment Voltage= 3V 
Except Pins AB4 and POL 5 8 -
""' Pin AB4 Only 10 16 - mA 
Pin POL Only 4 ' 7 - mA 
IOTES: 
3. Unless otherwise noted, specffications apply to both the JCL 7106 and ICL7107 at TA = 25°C, fcLOCK =48kHz. ICL7106 is tested in the circuit 
of Figure 1. JCL'r107 is tested in the circuit of Figure 2. 
4. Back plane drive is in phase with segment drive for "off'' segment, 180 degrees out of phase for "onH segment. Frequency is 20 times conversion 
rate. Average DC component is less than 50mV. 
5. Not tested, guaranteed by-design. 
6. Sample Tested. 
rypical Applications and Test Circuits 
_tCJCJO I _i _i. _I 
C1=0.1p.F 
C2 = 0.47).1-F 
C3 =0.22J.l.F 





.. = 1kCl 
Rs = 1MO 
F r 
FIGURE 1. ICL7106 TEST CIRCUIT AND TYPICAL APPLICATION WITH Lqp DISPLAY COMPONENTS SELECTED FOR 200mV FULL 
SCALE "\0 ,P . , ~ CU 
D H J / C D oo-" <> . 
•SV -5V ?, I s I I '\ 'l '" f 
FIGURE 2. ICL7107 TEST CIRCUIT AND TYPICAL APPLICATION WITH LED DISPLAY COMPONENTS SELECTED FOR 200mV FULL 
SCALE 
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Jesign Information Summary Sheet 
OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY 
lose = 0.45/RC 
Cose > 50pF; Rose > 50ko 
lose (Typ) =48kHz 
OSCILLATOR PERIOD 
tose = RC/0.45 
INTEGRATION CLOCK FREQUENCY 
leLOeK = losei4 
INTEGRATION PERIOD 
tiNT= 1 ooo x (4/fosel 
60/50Hz REJECTION CRITERION 
tiNTitaoHz or tiNTilaoHz = Integer 
OPTIMUM INTEGRATION CURRENT 
liNT= 4f!A 
FULL SCALE ANALOG INPUT VOLTAGE 
VINFS (Typ) = 200mV or 2V 
INTEGRATE RESISTOR 
R _ VINFS 
INT-~ 
INTEGRATE CAPACITOR 
e _ (tiNT)(/INT) 
INT- VINT 
INTEGRATOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE SWING 
V _ (t!NT)(IINT) 
INT - CINT 
VtNT MAXIMUM SWING: 
(V- + 0.5V) < VINT < (V+- 0.5V), VINT (Typ) = 2V 
DISPLAY COUNT 
v,N 
cOUNT = 1ooo x -v-
REF 
CONVERSION CYCLE 
leye = teLOeK X 4000 
teve = tose x ta,ooo 
when lose= 48kHz; teye = 333ms 
• COMMON MODE INPUT VOLTAGE 
(V- +tV)< VIN < (V+- 0.5V) 
• AUTO-ZERO CAPACITOR 
0.01flF <CAl< 1J1F 
• REFERENCE CAPACITOR 
0.1JlF < CREF < 1J1F 
• VcoM 
Biased between Vi and V-. 
• VcOM"V+.-2.8V 
Regulation lost when V+ to V- < ,a.sV 
IIVeoM is externally pulled down to (V+ to V-)12, 
the VeoM circuit will turn off. 
• ICL7106 POWER SUPPLY: SINGLE 9V 
V+ -V- = 9V 
Digital supply is generated internally 
VGND "V+- 4.5V 
• ICL7106 DISPLAY: LCD 
Type: Direci drive with digital logic supply amplitude. 
• ICL7107 POWER SUPPLY: DUAL ±5.0V 
V+ = +5V to GND 
V- = -5V to GND 
Digital Logic and LED driver supply V+ to GND 
• ICL7107 DISPLAY: LED 
Type: Non-Multiplexed Common Anode 
rypicallntegrator Amplifier Output Waveform (/NT Pin) 
AUTO ZERO PHASE l SIGNAL INTEGRATE 
{COUNTS) PHASE FIXED 
2999 ·1 DOD 1000 COUNTS 
DE-INTEGRATE PHASE 
0 • 1999 COUNTS 
TOTAL CONVERSION TrME = 4000 X lcLOCK = 16,000 X tosc 
5 int:ersil FN3082.8 
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Jetailed Description 
lnalog Section 
'igure 3 shows the Analog Section for the ICL7106 and 
GL7107. Each measurement cycle is divided into three 
•hases. They are (1) auto-zero (A-Z), (2) signal integrate 
INT) and (3) de~ntegrate (DE). 
luto-Zero Phase 
)uring auto-zero three things happen. First, input high and low 
1re disconnected from the pins and internally shorted to analog 
;QMMON. Second, the reference capacitor is charged to the 
eference voltage. Third, a feedback loop is closed around the 
ystern to charge the auto-zero capacitor ci\Z to compensate 
"offSet voltages in the buffer amplifier, integrator, and 
omparator. Since the comparator is included in the loop, the A-
: accuracy is limited only by the noise of the system. In any 
ase, the offset referred to the input is less than 1 0~ V. 
iignallntegrate Phase 
)uring signal integrate, the auto-zero loop is opened, the 
1ternal short is removed, and the internal input high and low 
1re connecled to the external pins. The converter then 
1tegrates the differential voltage between IN HI and IN LO for a 
xed time. This differential voltage can be within a wide 
ommon mode range: up to 1V from either supply. If, on the 
•!her hand, the input signal has no return with respect to the 
onverter power supply, IN LO can be tied to analog COMMON 
> establish the correct common mode voltage. At the end of 
lis phase, the polarity of the integrated signal is determined. 
>e-lntegrate Phase 
he final phase is de-integrate, or reference integrate. Input 
>W is internally connected to analog COMMON and input 
1igh is connected across the previously charged reference 
apacitor.- Circuitry within the chip ensures that the capacitor 
nil be connected with the correct polarity to cause the 








output to retum to zero is proportional to the input signal. 
Specifically the digital reading displayed is: 
DISPLAY COUNT= 1000( VIN ) • 
VREF 
Differential Input 
The input can accept differential voltages anywhere within the 
common mode range of the input amplifier, or specifically from 
O.SV below the positive supply to 1V above the negative 
supply. In this range, the system has a CMRR of 86d8 typical. 
However, care must be exercised to assure the integrator 
output does not saturate. A worst case condition would be a 
large positive common mode voltage with a near full scale 
negative differential input voltage. The negative input signal 
drives the integrator positive when most of its S~Ning has been 
used up by the positive common mode voltage. For these 
critical applications the integrator output swing can be 
reduced to less than the recommended 2V full scale swing 
with little loss of accuracy. The integrator output can swing to 
within 0.3V of either supply without loss of linearity. 
Differential Reference 
The reference voltage can be generated anywhere within the 
power supply voltage of the converter. The main source of 
common mode error is a roll-over voltage caused by the 
reference capacitor losing or gaining charge to stray capacity 
on its nodes. If there is a large common mode voltage, the 
reference capacitor can· gain charge (increase voltage) when 
called up to d~ntegrate a positive signal but lose charge 
(decrease voltage) when called up to d~ntegrate a negative 
input signal. This difference in reference for positive or negative 
input voltage will give a roll-over error. However, by selecting the 
reference capacitor such that it is large enough in comparison 
to the stray capacitance, this error can be held to less than 0.5 






....__ .. DIGITAL 
SECTION 
COMPARATOR 
FIGURE 3. ANALOG SECTION OF ICL7106 AND ICL7107 
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1/og COMMON 
, pin is included primarily to set the common mode 
lge for battery operation (ICL7106) or for any system 
re the input signals are floating with respect to the power 
Jly. The COMMON pin sets a voltage that is 
·oximately 2.8V more negative than the positive supply. 
is selected to give a minimum end-of-life battery voltage 
Jout 6V However, analog COMMON has some of the 
Jutes of a reference voltage. When the total supply 
•ge is large enough to cause the zener to regulate (> 7V), 
:OMMON voltage will have a low voltage coefficient 
l1%N), low output impedance (:15n), and a 
Jerature coefficient typically less than 80ppm/x°C. 
limitalions of the on chip reference should also be 
gnized, however. With the ICL7107, the internal heating 
h results from the LED drivers can cause some 
adation in performance. Due to their higher thermal 
:tance, plastic parts are poorer in this respect than 
mic. The combination of referenCe Temperature 
llicient (TC), internal chip dissipation, and package 
nal resistance can increase noise near full scale from 
I to 80~Vp.p. Also the linearity in going from a high 
pation count such as 1000 (20 segments on) to a low 
pation count such as 1111 (S segments on) can suffer by 
unt or more. Devices with a':positive TC reference may 
ire several'counts to pull out of ar over-range condition. 
is because over-range is a low dissipation mode, with the 
' least significant digits blanked. Similarly, units with a 
1tive TC maY cycle 'between. over:-range and a non-over-
s count as the die alternately heats and cools. All these 
lems are of course eliminated if an external reference is 
I. 
ICL7106, with its negligible dissipation, suffers from 
'ofthese problems. In either case, an external reference 
easily be added, as shown in Figure 4. 
og COMMON is also used as the input low return during 
-zero and d.e-integrate. If IN LO is different from analog 
1MON, a common mode voltage: exists in the system 
is taken care of by the excellent CMRR of the converter. 
ever, in some applications IN LO will be set at a fixed 
m voltage (power supply cornmqn for instance). In this 
cation, analog COMMON should be tied to the same 
:, thus removing the common mode voltage from the 
erter. The same holds true for the reference voltage. If 
ence can be conveniently tied to analog COMMON, it 
ld be since this removes the cornmon mode voltage 
the reference system. 
in the IC, analog COMMON is tied to an N-Channel FET 
oan sink approximately 30mA of current to hold the 
ge 2.8V below the positive supply (when a load is trying 
rll the common line positive). However, there is only 
\of source current, so COMMON may easily be tied to a 
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FIGURE 4. USING AN EXTERNAL REFERENCE 
The TEST pin serves two functions. On the ICL7106 it is 
coupled to the internally generated digital supply through a 
soon resistor. Thus it can be used as thenegative supply for 
externally generated segment drivers such as decimal points 
or any other presentation the user may want to include on 
the LCD display. Figures 5 and 6 show such an application. 















FIGURE 5. SIMPLE INVERTER FOR FIXED DECIMAL POINT 
The second function is a "lamp test". When TEST is pulled 
high (to V+) all segments will be turned on and the display 
should read "1888". The TEST pin will sink about 15mA 
under these conditions. 
CAUTION: In the lamp test mode, the segments have a constant DC 
voltage (no square~wave). This may burn the LCD display if main~ 
tained for extended periods. 
FN3082.8 
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JRE 6. EXCLUSIVE 'OR' GATE FOR DECIMAL POINT DRIVE 
'ita/ Section 
res 7 and 8 show the digital section for the ICL7106 and 
'107, respectively. In the ICL7106, an internal digital 
nd is generated from a 6V Zener diode and a large 
1annel source follower. This supply is made stiff to 
Ill =-t 1Ul CICJt:J 
Llf '- _I 1 _I t::..t U:L:J 
t THREE INVERTERS 
ONE INVERTER SHOWN FOR CLARITY 
40 39 
esc 1 osc 2 esc 3 
absorb the relative large capacitive currents when the baCk 
plane ~BP) voltage is switched. The BP frequency is the 
clock frequency divided by 800. For three readings/sec., this 
is a 60Hz square wave with a nominal amplitude of 5V. The 
segments are driven at the same frequency and amplitude 
and are in phase with BP when OFF, but out of phase when 
ON. In all cases negligible DC voltage exists across the 
segments. 
Figure 8 is the Digital Section of the ICL7107.1t is identical to 
the ICL7106 except that the regulated supply and back plane 
drive have been eliminated and the segment drive has been 
increased from 2mA to BmA, typical for instrument size 
common anode LED displays. Since the 1000 output (pin 19) 
must sink current from two LED segments, it has twice the 
drive capability or 16mA. 
In both devices, the polarity indication is "on" for negative 
analog inputs. If IN LO and IN HI are reversed, this indication 





FIGURE 7. ICL7106 DIGITAL SECTION 
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.nt :1 :IUL L 100 Lf f C:. _, 1 _, t::J f L1 ..::1 
t THREE INVERTERS 
ONE INVERTER SHOWN FOR CLARITY 
40 39 38 
----------------- ------ -----· ---------------------~ 
osc 1 osc 2 
FIGURE B. ICL7107 [liGITAL SECTION 
tern Timing 
re 9 shows the clocking arrangement used in the 
106 and ICL7107. Two basic clocking arrangements 
be used: 
'igure 9A. An external oscillator connected to pin 40. 
'igure 98. An R-C oscillator using all three pins. 
oscillator frequency is divided by four before it clocks the 
1de counters. It is then further divided to form the three 
ert-cycle phases. These are signal integrate (1000 
1ts), reference de-integrate (0 to 2000 counts) and 
-zero (1000 to 3000 counts). For signals less than full 
:!, auto-zero gets the unused portion of reference 
1tegrate. This makes a complete measure cycle of 4,000 
1ts (16,000 clock pulses) independent of input voltage. 
hree readings/second, an oscillator frequency of 48kHz 
d be used. 
:::hieve maximum rejection of 60Hz pickup, the signal 
1rate cycle should be a multiple of 60Hz. Oscillator 
1encies of 240kHz, 120kHz, 80kHz, 60kHz, 48kHz, 
iz, 331t3kHz, etc. should be selected. For 50Hz 
:tion, Oscillator frequencies of 200kHz, 1OOkHz, 
3kHz, 50kHz, 40kHz, etc. would be suitable. Note that 
iz (2.5 readings/second) will reject both 50Hz and 60Hz 
' 400Hz and 440Hz). 
9 intersil 
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FIGURE 9. CLOCK CIRCUITS 
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mponent Value Selection 
1grating Resistor 
1 the buffer amplifier and the integrator have a class A 
•ut stage with 1 OO~A of quiescent current. They can 
oly 4~ of drive current with negligible nonlinearity. The 
~rating resistor should be large enough to remain in this 
linear region over the input voltage range, but small 
Jgh that undue leakage requirements are not placed on 
'C board. For 2V full scale, 470kQ is near optimum and 
larly a 47kn for a 200mV scale. 
•grating Capacitor 
integrating capacitor should be selected to give the · 
imum voltage swing that ensures tolerance buildup will 
;aturate the integrator swing (approximately. 0.3V from 
"supply). In the ICL7106 or the ICL7107, when the 
og COMMON is used as a reference, a nominal +2V full-
a integrator swing is fine.(For the ICL7107 with +SV 
>lies and analog COMMON tied to supply ground, a 
V to +4V swing is nominal. For three readings/second 
Hz clock) nominal values for CINT are 0.22~F and 
~F. respectively. Of course, if different oscillator 
Jencies are used, these values should be changed in 
rse proportion to maintain the ~a me output swing. 
1dditional requirement of the integrating capacitor is that 
Jst have a low dielectric abSorption to prevent roll-over 
·s. While other types of capacitors are adequate for this 
ication, polypropylene capacitors give undetectable 
·s at reasonable cost. 
o-Zero Capacitor 
size of the auto-zero capacitor has some influence on 
1oise of the system. For 200mV full scale where noise is 
important, a 0.47~F capacitor is recommended. On the 
cale, a 0.047~F capacitor increases the speed of 
very from overload and is adequate for noise on this 
'· 
erence Capacitor 
I ~F capacitor gives good results in most applications. 
ever, where a large common mode voltage exists (i.e., 
<EF LO pin is not at analog COMMON) and a 200mV 
3 is used, a larger value is required to prevent roll-over 
·. Generally 1 )-LF will hold the roll-over error to 0.5 count 
is instance. 
illator Components 
111 ranges of frequency a 100kQ resistor is recommended 
:he capacitor is selected from the equation: 
~~ For 48kHz Clock (3 Readings/sec), 
100pF. 
10 I intersil 
Reference Voltage 
The analog input required to generate full scale output (2000 
counts) is: V1N = 2VREF· Thus, for the 200mV and 2V scale, 
VREF should equal100mV and 1V, respectively. However, in 
many applications where the AiD is connected to a 
transducer, there will exist a scale factor other than unity 
between the input voltage and the digital reading. For 
instance, in a weighing system, the designer might like to 
have a full scale reading when the voltage from the 
transducer is 0.662V. Instead of dividing the input down to 
200mV, the designer should use the input voltage directly 
and select VREF = 0.341V. Suitable values for integrating 
resistor and capacitor would be 120kQ and 0.22~F. This 
makes the system slightly quieter and also avoids a divider 
network on the input. The ICL7107 with ±SV supplies can 
accept input signals up to ±4V. Another advantage of this 
system occurs when a digital reading of zero is desired for 
V1N :t- 0. Temperature and weighing systems with a variable 
fare are examples. This offset reading can be conveniently 
generated by connecting the voltage transducer between IN 
HI and COMMON and the variable (or fixed) offset voltage 
between COMMON and IN LO. 
ICL7107 Power Supplies 
The ICL7107 is designed to work from ±5V supplies. 
However, if a negative supply is not available, it can be 
gener0ted from the clock output with 2 diodes, 2 capacitors, 
and ari inexpensive IC. Figure 10 shows this application. See 
ICL 7660 data sheet for an alternative. 
In fact, in selected applications no negative supply is 
required. The conditions to use a single +SV supply are: 
1. The input signal can be referenced to the center of the 
common mode range of the converter. 
2. Th'e signal is less than ±1.5V. 






osc 2 10 
osc 3 
I- •• 0.047 
ICL7107 •• 
I 1N914 
FIGURE 10. GENERATING NEGATIVE SUPPLY FROM +5V 
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Jica/ Applications 
ICL7106 and ICL7107 may be used in a wide variety of 
lgurations. The circuits which .follow show some of the 
5ibilities, and serve to illustrate the exceptional versatilitY 
1ese AID converters. 
following application notes contain very useful 
mation on understanding and applying this part and are 
table from lntersil Corporation. 
>ica/ Applications 
TO PIN 1 
osc 1 40 100k0 
OSC2 
osc 3 SET VREF 

















BP TO BACKPLANE 
lS shown are for 200mV full scale, 3 readings/sec., floating 
ly voltage (9V battery). 
GURE 11. ICL71 06 USING THE INTERNAL REFERENCE 




AN016 "Selecting AID Converters" 
AN017 "The Integrating AID Converter" 
AN018 "Do's and Don'ts of Applying AID Converters" 
AN023 "Low Cost Digital Panel Meter Designs" 
AN032 "Understanding the Auto-Zero and Common Mode 
Performance of the ICL7136!7/9 Family'' 
AN046 "Building a Battery-Operated Auto Ranging DVM with the 
ICL7106" 
AN052 "Tips for Using Single Chip 31/2 Digit AID Converters" 
AN9609 "Overcoming Common Mode Range Issues When Using 
lntersillntegrating Converters" 


















Values shown are for 200mV full scale, 3 readings/sec. IN LO may 
be tied to either COMMON for inputs floating· with respect to 
supplies, or GND for single ended inputs. (See discUssion under 
Analog COMMON). 
FIGURE 12. ICL7107 USING THE INTERNAL REFERENCE 
FN3082.8 
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oica/ Applications (Continued) 











COMMON 1Mn + 
IN HI 
0.01J.1F IN 












) is tied to supply COMMON establishing the correct common mode 
~e. If COMMON is not shorted to GND, the input voltage may float 
·espect to the power supply and COMMON acts as a pre-regulator 
1e reference .. If COMMON is shorted to GND, the input is single 
d (referred to supply GND) and the pre-regulator is overridden. 
;URE 13. ICL71 07 WITH AN EXTERNAL BAND-GAP 
REFERENCE (1.2V TYPE) 
TO PIN 1 +-----, 
osc 1 
osc 2 
osc 3 SETVREF 
TEST I< 1V 
REF HI 
REF LO V+ 
2skn 24kn 
0.1f.i.F 














;URE 15. ICL7106AND ICL7107: RECOMMENDED 
COMPONENT VALUES FOR 2V FULL SCALE 
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Since low TC zeners have breakdown voltages - 6.8V, diode must 
be placed across the total supply (1 OV). As in the case of Figure 12, 
IN LO may be tied tO either COMMON or GND. 
FIGURE 14. ICL7107 WITH ZENER DIODE REFERENCE 
An external reference must be used in this application, since the 
voltage between V+ and V- is insufficient for correct operation of the 
internal reference. 
FIGURE 16. ICL7107 OPERATED FROM SINGLE +SV 
FN3082.8 
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IN HI [31]-----' 
IN LO [30)f-----,...,,.,--, 
BUFF I~)--~~~~ 







resistor values within the bridge are determined by the desired 
itivity. 
lURE 17. ICL7107 MEASUREING RATIO METRIC VALUES 
OF QUAD LOAD CELL 
:04023 OR 
74C10 CD4077 
lURE 19. CIRCUIT FOR DEVELOPING UNDERRANGE AND 
OVERRANGE SIGNAL FROM ICL7106 OUTPUTS 
13 f i ntersil 
TO PIN 1 
osc 1 40 1ookn 
















BP TO BACKPLANE 
A silicon diode-connected transistor has a temperature coefficient of 
about -2mV/°C. Calibration is achieved by placing the sensing 
transistor in ice water and adjusting the zeroing potentiometer for a 
000.0 reading. The sensor ·should then be placed in boiling water 
and the scale-factor potentiometer adjusted for a 100.0 reading. 





The LM339 is required to 
ensure logic compatibility 





FIGURE 20. CIRCUIT FOR DEVELOPING UNDERRANGE AND 
OVERRANGE SIGNALS FROM ICL7107 OUTPUT 
FN3082.8 
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pica/ Applications (Continued) 




















TO PIN .1 
~ 100k0 1 f.' 
::::! 1 10JlF v SCALE FACTOR ADJUST ,., (VREF = 100mV FOR ACTO RMS) 
~ 10IJpF v CA3140 'r;_.-< ~ E' .t.~ Ff,i ~· 1N914 ~· ~ 1k<1 22k0 470k.O. ~0.1"F 33 
~ ~ Ffo 
~ E' 
~ ~ ~~ 1>4  
Iii; ~ lf,i 
,----
f 1•F 4.3k<1 
2.2Mn 
10k0 
T1"F 10k<1 T 1~F 
0.47"F 'l ~~ 0.22)1F " 47k<1 J + 
I' T 10"F l'v 100pF 
II 0.22jlf 
(FOR OPTIMUM BANDWIDTH) 
TO DISPLAY 
TO BACKPLANE 
. .. Test IS used as a common~mode reference level to ensure compatibility w1th most op amps . 
FIGURE 21. ACTO DC CONVERTER WITH ICL7106 
+5V 
.-·~ 
' (. JCL7107 
DM7407 LED 
SEGMENTS 
130.0. . .....---' 
130.0. 
130.0. 
FIGURE 22. DISPLAY BUFFERING FOR INCREASED DRIVE CURRENT 





/CL7106, /CL7107, ICL7107S 
'a l-In-Line Plastic Packages (PDIP) 
ES: 
Controlling Dimensions: INCH. In case of conflict between English 
and Metric dimensions, the inch dimensions contra!. 
Dimensioning and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M-1982. 
Symbols are defined in the aMO Series Symbol List" in Section 2.2 
of Publication No. 95. 
Dimensions A, A 1 and L are measured with the package se.3ted in 
JEDEC seating plane gauge GS-3. 
D, 01, and E1 dimensions do not include mold flash or protrusions. 
Mold flash or protrusions shall not exceed 0.010 inch (0.25mm}. 
E and leAl are measured with the leads constrained to be per-
pendic~to datum 1-C-1. 
eg and ec are measured at the lead tips with the leads uncon-
strained. ec must be zero or greater. 
B1 maximum dimensions do not include dambar protrusions. Dam-
bar protrusions shall not exceed 0.010 inch (0.25mm). 
N is the maximum number of terminci! positions. 
~orner leads (1, N, N/2 and N/2 + 1) for E8.3, E16.3, E18.3, E2B.3, 
E42.6 will have a 81 dimension of 0.030-0.045 inch (0.76 -1.14mm). 
15 intersil 
E40.6 (JEDEC MS-011-AC ISSUE B) 
40 LEAD DUAL-IN-LINE PLASTIC PACKAGE 
INCHES MILLIMETERS 




- 6.35 4 
A1 0.015 - 0.39 - 4 
A2 0.125 0.195 3.18 4.95 
-
B 0.014 0.022 0.356 0.558 -
81 0.030 0.070 0.77 1.77 8 
e 0.008 O.D15 0.204 0.381 
-
D 1.980 2.095 50.3 53.2 5 
01 0.005 - 0.13 - 5 
E 0.600 0.625 15.24 15.87 6 
E1 0.485 0.580 12.32 14.73 5 
e 0.100 BSC 2.54 sse 
-
eA 0.600 SSe 15.24 sse 6 
es - 0.700 - 17.78 7 
L 0.1151 0.200 2.93 I 5.08 4 
N 40 40 9 
Rev. 0 12/93 
FN3082.8 
/CL7106, /CL7107, /CL7107S 
!(ric Plastic Quad Flatpack Packages (MQFP) 
Q44.1 0x1 0 (JEDEC MS·022AB ISSUE B) 
44 LEAD METRIC PLASTIC QUAD FLATPACK PACKAGE 
INCHES MILLIMETERS 
SYMBOL MIN MAX MIN MAX NOTES 
A . 0.096 
- 2.45 -
At 0.004 0.010 0.10 0.25 
-
A2 0.077 0.083 1.95 2.10 
-
b 0.012 O.o18 0.30 0.45 6 
b1 0.012 0.016 0.30 0.40 
-
D 0.515 0.524 13.08 13.32 3 
01 0.389 0.399 9.88 10.12 4,5 
E 0.516 0.523 13.10 13.30 3 
E1 0.390 0.398 9.90 10.10 4, 5 
L 0.029 0.040 0.73 1.03 
-
N 44 44 7 
e 0.032 BSC o.8o esc 
-
Rev. 2 4/99 
NOTES: 
1. Controlling dimension: MILLIMETER. Converted inch 
dimensions are not necessarily exact. 
2. All dimensions and tolerances per ANSI Y14.5M~1982. 
3. Dimensions D and E to be dete~mined at seating plane I ~CM 1-
4. Dimensions 01 and E1 to be determined at datum plane [8]. 
5. Dimensions 01 and E1 do not irclude mold protrusion. 
Allowable protrusion.is 0.25mm (0.010 inch) per side. 
6. Dimension b does not include dalnbar protrusion. Allowable 
dambar protrusion shall be O.OBmm (0.003 inch) total. 
7. "N" is the number of terminal positions. 
Alllntersil U.S. products are manufactured, assembled and tested utilizing IS09000 quality systems: 
lntersil Corporation's quality certifications can be viewed at www.intersil.com/design/quality 
if products are sold by description only. .lntersif Corporation reserves the right to make changes in circuit design, software and/or specifications at any time without 
1. Accordingly, the reader is cautioned to verify that data sheets are current before placing orders. Information furnished by lntersil is believed to be accurate and 
/e. However; no responsibility is assumed by lntersil or its subsidiaries for its use; nor for any infringements of patents or other rights of third parties which may result 
ts use. No license is granted by implication or otherwise under any patent or patent rights of lntersi/ or its subsidiaries. 
For information regarding lntersil Corporation and its products, see WNw.intersil.com 
16 I intersil FN3082.8 
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October 2005 
Low Power Dual Operational Amplifiers 
General Description 
The LM158 series oonsists of two independent, high gain. 
lntemslly lrnquency rompensated opDra~cnal ampliflers 
which were designed speclflcaJiy to opGrato from a single 
power supply over a wide rnnge of voltages. Oporaijon from 
split power suppll<3'5 Is aloo possible and tho low power 
s•lpply ourrer1t drain Is lm:lependent of tha magniWde of the 
pDWtlr supply V<lltage. 
Appllca~on areas include transducer amplifiers, de gain 
blocks and all the convenijonal op amp dn::ults which now 
can be more easily Implemented In single power supply 
systems. For example, the LM158 series can b<> directly 
operated off of tha stand<trd +SV poW9rsupply voltage which 
is us !XI tn digital syslems and will easityprovide the mquired 
Interlace eloctronics without requiring tha addl~onal ±15V 
pOWt>r auppllee. 
The LM35S and LM2904 aro available In a chip sized pack-
age (8-Bump micro SMD) usrng National's micro SMD peck-
age technology. 
Unique Characterlsties 
• In the linear mode the input <:ommon-mode ~onaga 
range includes grountl end the output ~oltage can also 
swing to ground, even though opernted fmm only a 
single power supply ~oltage. 
• The unity gain cross frequency Is te~ernturn 
camper~sated. 
• The input bias current Is arso temperaturo campensa!tld 





• Two Internally eompensated op amps 
• Ellm1<1ates nee<J for dual supplies 
• Mows direct sensing near GND !llld V aliT also goes to 
GNO 
• Competlble wJth an fo!TIIs of logic 
• Power drain suitable for battary opera~on 
Features 
• Available In 8-Bump micro SMD chip sized package. 
(Ses AN-1t12) 
• Internally frequency campensated for unity gain 
• Large o:h:: voftage gain: 100 dB 
• Wide bandwidth (unity gain): 1 MH:z 
(temperature compensated) 
• Wide powur supply range: 
-Single supply: 3V to 32V 
-or d1.1al supplies: ±1.5V to :t15V 
• Very low supply current drain (500 !-'A)-essentially 
independent of supply voltage 
• Low Input offset voltage: 2 mV 
• Input common-made voltage range lncllJdes ground 
• Differential Input voltage range equal to the powar 
supply voltage 
• Large output voltage swing 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes) Distributors for avalfgblllty and apeclflcallons. 
If Mllltary/Aerospeca specified devices ern required, 
pl&aae contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ 
LM15B!LM258/I..NI358 LM2904 
LM158Ail.M25BAILM358A 
Supply Voltage, v~ "v "v 
DlfferanHal Input Voltage "v "v 
Input Voltage -0.3V to +32V --0.3V to +26V 
Power Dissipation (Note 1) 
Molded DIP S30mW 830mW 
Matal Can 550mW 
Small Oumne Package (M) 530mW 530mW 
micro SMO 435mW 
Output Short-Circuit to GND 
(One Amplifier) (Note 2) 
v~ s 1sv and T,_ = 2s·c Continuous Conllnuous 
Inp-ut Gltml-nt (V,,. < -0.3V) (Note 3) 50 rnA 50 rnA 
Operating Temperature Range 
LM356 o·c to +70'C -40"C to +85'C 
LM256 -25"G to -H'IS"C 
LM158 -55"Cto+125"C 
Storage Temperatura Range ...os·c to+ tso·c -65"G to -r1so·c 
Lead Temperature. DIP 
(Soldering, 10 seconds) 260"G 260"C 
Lead Temperature. Metal Can 
!Soldering, 10 seconds) 300'C 300"C 
Soldering Information 
Dual-ln-Lrne Package 
Soldering (10 seconds) 2eo·c 260"C 
Small Outline Package 
Vapor Phasa {60 setmnds) 215"C 21s·c 
Infrared (15 seconds) 220'C 2.20'C 
See AN-450 "Surfacn Mounting Melhods and Thnir Effect on Product Reliability" lor othnr methods ol soldering 
surface mount devices. 
ESD Tolerance (Note 10) 250V 250V 
Electrical Characteristics 
v~ = +S.OV, unless otherwise staled 






"" Input Offset Voltage (Note 5), T A - <'5"G 




Input Bias Current I ~·,.r~' or IINH· T" = 25'G, 




V0 ...._ = OV, (Note 6) 
Input Offset Current I<N(+I- IINH• VcM - OV, T A= 25"G 
' " ' " ' " 
oA 
lr~put Common-Mode v~ = 30V, (Note 7) 0 V'-1.5 0 V'-1.5 0 v· 1_5 v 
Voltage Range (LM2904, V" = 26V). T,_ = 25'G 
Supply Current Over Full Temperature Range 
Rt = .., Or! All Dp Amps 
V' = 30V (LM2904 V' = 26V} 
' ' ' ' ' ' 
mA 





v• ~ +5.0V, unless otherwise stated 















"' Vc.., ~ ov. (Note 6) 
Input Offset Cummt 1,..,_ -1,,.1_,V0..,~0V.To.-25"C 5 
" 
5 ;o 
" Input Common-Mode v• " 30V. (Note 7) 0 v~-1.5 0 v+-1.5 v 
Voltage Range (LM2Bo4. v· = 26Vl, T" =- :<s'c 
Supply Current Over Full Temperatura Range 
R, "=on All Op Amps 
v- "' 30V (LM2904 V+ " 26\1} 1 2 1 2 m' 
v•"' 5V 0.5 1.2 0.5 1.2 mA 
Electrical Characteristics 
v~" +5.0V. (Note 4). unless otherwl$e stated 
Parameter Condlllona 
LM15BA LM358A LM158/LM:i!58 Units 
Mlil Typ Max Min Typ Mox Min Typ 
"" Large Signal Voltage V•- 15V, Tr.- 25'C, 
Gain RL '?: 2 I<U, (For V0 "" 1'11 
" 
100 25 100 50 100 V/mV 
to 11V) 




85 Rejection Ratio• Vc..," OV to v~-1.5V " 
dB 
Power Supply v• "' sv to 30V" 







to 26V). T A = 25"C 
AmpliHer-to-Amplllier f,j kH.:to20kHo:.T .. -25"C 
-120 -120 -120 
" CDl!pHng (Input< Relerred), (Nota 8) 
Output Currant Source v,..,· ~ 1v, 
V,..,· "'OV, 




V0 "2¥, TA" 25'C 
Sink V,, -IV, V,,•- OV 
y• = 15V, TA = 25"C, 
'" " 
10 20 10 20 mA 
¥0 = 2V 
v, .. "'1V. 







T,. =25'C, V0 =20(lmV. 
v·" tsv 
Short Circuit to Ground T"' , 25'C, (Note 2), 










Input Offset Yolli!ge Ra = ou 
Drift ' " ' " ' 
~V/'C 
lnpu! Offset Current 1,..,(4) I,NH 
" " 
100 
" Input Offset Current R,. =on 
Drift 
10 ,00 10 ,00 10 pAre 
















Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
V' = +5.011, (N<l\e 4). uni"!Sa otherwise sta!l:ld 
Part~mme.- Cond!Uons 
Large Signal Voltags If+= +15¥ 
Gain (V0 " 1V to 11V) 
RL>2kQ 
Output V0" v• = -tSOV R,_-2kQ 
Volta~ (LM2904. v- - 2SV} RL -10k!! 
Swing v~ 11'=5V,RL-10kil 
Output Current Soun::e v,,,-"' +1V, v,N- '" ov. 
v.• = 15V, 110 = 2V 
Sink V,N-- +1V. Y,N-- OV, 
lf'=15Y,V0 =2V ~ . 
Electrical Characteristics 
y+ " +5.0¥. (Note 4). unlsss othelWise stathtt 
Parameter CondHionfl 
Large Sigr~al Voltage v~ = 15V, TA = 25"C, 
Gain R,_ ~ 2 k.n. (FOr V0 = 111 
ttl 11V) 
Common-Mode T, = 25'C, 
Rejection Ratio Vc,." ov to v~-1_511 
Power Suflllly v~-svtosov 
Rejection Ratio (LM2904, y• " 5V 
to 26V). T A ~ 25'C 
Ampliller-to·Amplifier 1" 1 kH~to20 kHz, T,. = 25"C 
Coupling (Input Referred), (Note 8) 
Output Current Souroa v, .. ~-1v. 
v, .. -., ov. 
v·· ~ 1sv. 
V0 = 2V, TA = 25'C 
Sink v,.., =IV, V,.,·- OV 
V' = 15V, TA "25"C, 
V0 = 2V 
v, .. -- 1V, 
V,..,-=OV 
TA = 25'C. V,"' 200 mV. 
v•"' 1sv 
Short Circuit to Ground T A = 25'C, (Note 2), 
v•"' 15Y 
Input Olfsot Voltage (Note 5) 
Input Offset Voltage R~ "'on 
Drift 
Input O!ls!!l Current liN(+·- ltN ) 
Jnput Offset Current R9 .. on 
Drift 
Input Bias Current IIN1+! ot 1,,-
Input Common-Mode V"' = :30 V, {Nota 7) 
\I<JI~~-~~-~<l_nge (LM2904. v•· " 26¥) 
www.na~Oflal.oorn 
LM158A LM369A LM158/LM25B 




" " " 
v 




5 20 5 20 mV 
10 20 10 20 10 20 
'" 





LM$8 LM- Units 
"'' 











100 50 100 oB 






























v--'2 0 v· -~- v 
Connection Diagrams 
DIP/SO Package Metal Can Puckage 
IN .. AOOIIIIPirU ' OO'I!'ilTI 
.. 
·-""m··· ..,,.,"";"~": l . • . I '""'~,__,-, 
om>' I ~=":""'"" •li• 
Top VIew 
Top VIew 
B-Bump micro SMO 
~""'"'' F II I" 
LM35BBP micro SMO Metklng Otlentatlon 
rx-i ~I 
L ... "'·· ~  , ;,,.~.,, .. ., .... ,,~, 
~-.,·~··"'""'''"''""· 
Top VIew 
LM3S8TP micro SMO Marking Orientation 
j~;l 
Top VIew 
" ~·· Top Vk!w 





LM29041BP micro SMO Marking Orientation 
m []QjJ 
L ....... 
'""""R'""•'JI~o•IOII •~0.1•11• •n.-1 ~ .. olo•l 
Top VIew 














-55'C to 125'C -2s·c to es·c o•c to 7o'c -40'C to as·c 




S·Pin Molded DIP LM:lSSAN LM2904N 
NOSE LM358N 





T0-5, B·Pin Metal LM158AHI8BS(Note 11) LM"58H LM35BH 





e-Bump micro LM358BP LM290418P BPAIJBAAB 
SMD LM:JS!IBPX LM20041BPX 0.65 mm Thi~k 
-8-Bump micro LM358TP LM29041TP 
TPAOBAAA SMD LM358TPX LM29041TPX 
0.50 mm ThiCk Lead Free 
14"Pin Cmamic LM158AWG18S:l 
WG10A SOIC 
WDte 11: lM15ll !o -~able por SMO ~5952.a771001 
lM15M"' ovRIInbl• por SMD ~5!162·ij771002 
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LM158/LM2581LM358/LM2904 Low Power Dual Operational Amplifiers 
LM10B/LM20B/LM308 Operational Amplifiers 
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Precision Temperature Sensors 
General Description 
The LM135 tll'lrlas are precision, 1!9!1lly-MIIbrated, lnblgmtod 
~n::ulttemparai!Jre sensors. Opemting as a 2-tennlmlll'Bmtr, 
the LM135 has a bnlakdown vollege dli'O(:!Iy proportional to 
ebsolut!l lemperatu~a at +10 mVfK. With laBS !han 11l dy-
namic lmpedanoo the d8'l!ce operate!~ over a CtJrrent rong11 
of 400 llA to 5 mA wlth vlrtu!l!ly no change In perfOrmance. 
When calibrated 8t 25'C the LM135 has typically lass than 
1'C error over a 100'C lemparature rang&. Ul'lllke other 
sen110111 the LM135 hBII a linear output. 
Appllcallofm for the LM135indude almost any type of tom-
perlltur& l!ftnslng over a -55'C to +150'C tem;lemture 
rartge. The low lmpedarn:n and l~ear output make lnterfao. 
lng to rGD<'Iout or control clrrultry especially easy. 
The LM135 oparates OVtJr a -55'C to +150'C ll'llllp!II'Biure 
range while the LM235 operates over a -40'C to +125'C 
Schematic Diagram 
Cl'.OOO Nationul Semk:t:>nduclor~n DS005891! 
lempenllure range. The LM335 opemtell fi'om -4D'C to 
+100'C. 'The LM1351lM235/lM335 are IMiflable packagf!d 
In hermetic T0-46 tnmsJstor packagllll while lh& LM335 Is 
also availllbl& In plastic T0-92 packages. 
Features 
• Directly calibrated In 'Kelvin 
• 1'C lnillat accuracy available 
• Operall'l~ ffcm400 \lA to 5 mA 
• LeiSS ttum m dynemk: lmpl5danee 
• Eaally cafibmted 
• Wide Operating ll'l~ l'llngB 
• 200'C 0V8111111Q8 



























""'' Pintle Plckagt 
~ 
-
--Order Number LM335Z 
or LM33!5AZ 




s~ Mount hckllge 
.,m·· IIC 2 7 ~ I!C 5 s ~c 
_, ~ 









Order Number LM135H, 
LM135H-MIL, LM235H, 
LM335H, LM13t!AH, 
LMZ35AH or LM335AH 
\ 
"",--'\-
Sea HS P•cltlp 
Numbllr H03H 
.:-, 
Absolute Maximum Ratings (Nottt 4) Spectned OperaUng Temp. Range 
If Mllltllry/AII'OSJ'IICB speclftad dortk:e$ .,. ruqulred, COntlnuaUB Intermittent 
plaasa contact tiM Natlonlll s.mtconductor 8ala8 Dffk* (Nom 2) 
Dlatrlbuton. for BVaflllbmty and •peclflcatfons. LM135, LM135A -ss·c to +150'C 1!iO'C 1o 200'C 
LM235,LM2~ -40'C lo +125'0 125'C 1o 150'C 
RIWflf&8 Current 15mA: ,1< LM335, LM335A -40'C to +100'C 100'C 1o 125'C 
Forward Current 10mA Ltled Temp. (Soldering, 10 seconds) 
$10raga Temperatura T0-92 Package: =·c 
TQ.48 Package -so·c to +180'C T0-46 Package: 300"C 
T0-92 Package -so·c to +150'C S0..8 P&ek:aga: •oo-c 
S0-8 Package -55'C to +150'C VSpor Phaaa (60 secondt): 215'C 
lnfrlmd (15 $9COI"Idt): =·c 
Temperature Accuracy (Nota 11 
LM135/I..M235, LM13!iM..M235A 
--· 





Operating Olllput Voltage Tc"25'C,I,..,1mA .,, .,, 
'·" '" '·" 
3.01 v 
Unca~brated Temperature Error Tc z 25'C, 1,. = 1 mA 0.5 1 1 3 ·c 
Uncanbrated Temperature Error T .. ,,. :!:Tc:!: T"""', IR ,.1 rnA 1.3 
'·' ' 
5 ·c 
TampBrature error with 25'C T..,,.:!:T0 S"TIN>J<,IR=1mA 0.3 1 0.5 1.5 ·c 
Calibration 




Non-Linearity lit"' 1 mA 0.3 0.5 0.3 1 ·c 





... ,.,. Mu 
"'" '" 
Mu 
Operating Output Vollaga T0 =25'C,I,..,1 rnA 
'·" '·" 
3.01 .,, 2.98 3.04 v 
Uncallbmtad Temperature Error T0 ,.25'C,I,.=1mA 1 3 
' ' 
·c 
UllCIIIlbrated Temper~~lurs E.rror T1.11N s TcS" Tw.x, t,. a 1 mA 
' 
5 4 9 ·c 








Non-Linearity 1"' = 1 rnA 0.3 1.5 0.3 1.5 ·c 
Electrical Characteristics (No~~>~ 1J 
lM135/LM235 LM335 
Paranwtar Condltlcm• LM13!IAILM235A LM,.. 
"'"" .,, ,.,. Mu 
"'' 
,.,. 
-Opemtlng Output Vollllga 400 I/ASI,.S5 rnA. •• 5 10 3 
,. mV 
Change wllh Cummt AI Constant Tempemlllre 
Dynamic lmpedar'lC8 IR=1 mA. 0.5 0.6 a 
Output Voltage Temperalurf! >10 •10 mvrc 
eoomclent 
Time Constant SHit Air 
" 
60 
-100 ftiMin Air 10 10 ·~ 
Stirred on 1 1 








I I ~ 
Electrical· Characteristics (Nom 1) (ConUnu9dJ 
_,,~,_,..,.,o. ..... ..-lnaM-...cloAt.olto.R>rctllsr~-......,.rvmusll><l~. 
-2: COnllrn>olm_..,., 111-lempetalll"e!!Or1li,OO!l-I<Jr H P"~ ond 5,000 houtatrZ '*"'- I"JIB)'- !rr.. .._.uncyollllo>-. 
_3, 
Thll!mDI Resistance T0-92 T0-46 SQ.EI 
e»> Ql.mdkmto ambient) 202'CJW 400'CIW 165'CIW 
9Jc ijunctlan 1o case) 170'CIW NfA NfA 
-~' Rtrf<lrlt>RETS135HIOr_,.~. 
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II HI I> lA 
·~"""'"'111>1 
Thermal Reaponn In 811ft Air 
~··ee • • i . ' . i ~ 
Tl .. _tmQ 
Typical Performance Characteristics tecnHnuedJ 
nt.rrmd R•..,anH In Stlmtd 011 Bllltt !'"II ~ .. ~ : i . 
• • 
.... 111ft( ..... 
Application Hints 
CAUBRATING THE I..M135 
lneluded on lhi!ILM135 chip Ia an "oay m!lihDd of e&llbrotlng 
the de\llcll for highar IICCU!liCiss. A pot conr'l!lctftd aeroas the 
LM135 with the ann tied to the odjustrrnmt termlnlll allow!l a 
1-polnt callbralkln of lhfl serJSOr that comiC!S for IJ'lBCCI.Irocy 
~ tha full!&mperoluru range. 
Thl$ alngl8 point calibration wc!ks becausa tha crulput a! tha 
LM1351s proportional to ab$01ule tampamlura with the a!l-
trapolated output a! aaniiQf going to OV output at O'K 
(-273.15'C). Errorslnoulpul voltagl! versus temperalura era 
only slop!!. (or acale factcr) arrors so a slope calibration at 
one ~mtura oorracta al all t&mpan~b,!rB!I. 
The oulputof the de'llce (CIIIIbmted or uncallbratad) een be 
axprass&d a1: 
VOIIT"T = VOUTT X _TT 
' ' 
where TIs lhll unknown tamperelura and To ls a raferance 
tf!mperatul'll, both a~Cpr&saed In dagrettS Kelvin. By callbi'Bt-
lng 1t1a oulput to read oorreclly at Ol'lf!l!lmperature lha o"'~Jut 
at all lemp!lf51uras 18 oormct. Nominally lt!a oulput 11 call-
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To lnsura good sensing accuracy sevem1 pr&CButlons must 
~ lakan. like any temperab.ue sell!llng device, IMIIf '-.Hng 
can reduce accuracy. The LM135 ~hml!d bflopemted at the 
low!Jst eurrant suitable for the epp!lc:at!on. Sufflelerrt currant. 
of COUIS&, must btl available 1o driYB both the sensor and the 
calibration pot at 1tJe maximum operating IBrnperBiura aa 
well n any e~mal loads. 
If the $OOBDI' Is used rn an ambient wham thlllhermal resis-
tance 1$ constant self' heatlng en'Ol1l ean be calibrated aut. 
lhls Is poBslble 11 tile device Is run with a temJ)Mdure stablfl 
CIJ!TBnt. Haatlng will then be ~rtionat to vmer 1101tag11 
And lherrr!'ora temp~~rature. This lfll!kes 11111 salf heating ermr 
pmpofl!onal 1o abllolute temparaluAI the al!nla os SCBle 
flllctor errom. 
WA.TERJ'RDOF!HO SENSORS 
Meltable lnllf:tr 00rt1 helllahrlnkl!:bll'J lublng Auch as manufitc.. 
tured by Raychem can be uaad to makfl low--ecsl Wlrterproof 
senaom. The LM336 Is lnBI!rl!d Into thn tublng aboul. '1'$_. 
fmm thfl end nnd thn tublng heated above thll melting polrrt 
a! the com. The unfilted 1-i• ll!ld mells and p!I':1VIdell a 11881 
over tho davlca. 
Beelc ,..mpMI!tun~ Sensor 
f-~ V 
· Cllllbnted Sensor 
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Typical Applications (Continued} 
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Typical Applications {Con~nuoo) 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 
Centlgrada Calibrated TMrmocoupla Thennomottar 
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Physical Dimensions tnehetl (mllllrTll'lbmil uni!JSS olll&!Wis& ootad 
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DF~ TYP IU~ 
~~~ "" JU411 TYP 
MIJial Can Packllge (H) 
Ordar Number LM1!1SH, l.M235H, LM335H, LM13SAH, LM235AH or LM335AH 






8-Lud Molded Small Outlln• PaeDD• (M) 
Order NumMr LIFII335M 
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Physical Dimensions lrtetltla (mlllf!neb!tfG) unl"" otherwise noted {Continued) 
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LIFE SUPPORT POLICY 
NATIONAL'S PRODUCTS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE AS CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE SUPPORT 
DEVICES OR SYSTEMS WITHOUT TiiE EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL 
COUNSEL OF NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION. As used herein: 
1. Ufa support devlees or systems are devices ct 
systems which, (a) are lnhmd&cl for surgk:al lmplerrt 
Into lha body, or (b) eupport or sustain life, and 
whose failure to perform when properly used In 
accordance with lnatructlons for usa pn:wlded In the 
labeling, can be raaaonably elq)edad to result In a 
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2. A critical component Is ~:my · c:omponS!'It of a life 
support device or system whose failure to perform 
can be raaeonably expadad to cause the faHure of 
the life support device or system, or to affoot Its 
safety or eff8cllvaness. 
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